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Introduction
One of the greatest fears plaguingAmericans of all
generations, especially those in retirement, is
outliving one’s retirement funds. According to a
survey by Allianz Life, “Sixty-one percent of
Boomers fear outliving their retirement funds
more than death1.” No one wants to be penniless
in retirement. No one wants to be a burden to their
children. And everyone wants to enjoy their
personal retirement dream that took many decades
of planning to attain. In planning for retirement, all
financial actions are undertaken to address one
seemingly simple question: “How do I ensure that
I don’t outlive my retirement funds?”

In the past, living expenses for most U.S. retirees
were funded primarily by Social Security and
defined benefit plan payments2. These funds were
received for life, in many cases were adjusted for
inflation, and were known in advance.As such, there
was little fear of outliving one’s retirement funds;
as long as monthly living expenses were at or below
the two known payments received, retirement

was a relatively low risk and enjoyable experience.

Today, retirement living expenses for most
workers continue to be funded by the same
payments from Social Security, but instead of a
steady stream of known payments from a defined
benefit plan, retirees must draw from their defined
contribution retirement accounts (401(k), 403(b),
IRA, and similar plans). Contributions by workers
to these accounts during their working years
provide the funds for retirement that were once
provided by defined benefit plans. However, the
amount of funds held within these retirement
accounts are at risk of not meeting future retirement
living expenses.As such, workers may need to rely
on post-retirement working wages or, even more
dreaded, financial assistance from their children.
Thus, the rise of the “fear dreadedmore than death.”

Current Retirement Environment
Five factors contribute to the possibility of
outliving one's retirement funds: 1) contributions
to retirement accounts during working years that
are less than optimal, 2) improper investment of the
contributions, 3) living longer than expected
(perhaps not a bad outcome, especially if lived in
good health), 4) unexpected living expenses, the
most common being long-term care costs, and 5)
run-away inflation.Any one or combination of these
factors might cause one’s retirement funds to fall
short of meeting day-to-day retirement living
expenses. All five factors are likely risks that can
befall even the best of savers and investors.
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The first two risk factors are easy to address: proper
retirement planning. Recent studies have shown that
individuals who participate in some level of
retirement planning will experience an annual
increase of 3% or more in their investment
performance3. To capture this return, professional
retirement planners can determine the proper
amount of savings needed to safeguard a
comfortable retirement and recommend changes
along the way, as needed. In addition, professional
planners can determine the appropriate securities
to hold based on the individual's risk tolerance, years
to retirement, and other factors, in accordance with
proper diversification and asset allocation
techniques. There is no reason that the first two
issues cannot be easily addressed – one only has to
seek the guidance of a reliable professional
retirement planner.

The remaining three risk factors affecting the
outliving of one’s retirement funds are more
difficult to address since they are outside of one’s
control: 1) living longer than expected, 2)
unexpected living expenses, and 3) inflation.
While the first two remaining risk factors can be
addressed without great difficulty by employing
existing financial instruments, it is the third risk
factor that requires more creative solutions if one
is to alleviate the “fear dreaded more than death.”

Current Retirement Example
While each individual worker/retiree has his/her
own unique retirement situation, consider the
following typical U.S. worker who is nearing
retirement:
� Current Age: 56
� Expected Retirement Age: 66
� Current Annual Salary: $46,0004
� ProjectedAnnual Retirement Living Expenses:

$36,800 (80% of current salary)5
� Projected Annual Long-Term Care Costs

(assisted living facility): $39,1006
� Projected Social Security Payments

Commencing at Age 667: $17,200
� Traditional Pension Payments: None
� Post-Retirement Wages: None

Beginning at retirement, a conventional retirement
solution for the above worker would be to match
projected annual retirement living expenses by
purchasing a traditional lifetime annuity that
would have a payment equal to the $19,600
shortfall not covered by Social Security ($36,800
- $17,200). These payments, like Social Security
payments, would be paid for life. The lifetime
annuity of $19,600 annually, purchased at age 66,
would cost about $298,000, at today’s interest rate
levels8.As such, the first of the three remaining risks
have been eliminated – living longer than expected.

Going one step further and assuming that the worker
wishes to self-insure against unexpected living
expenses, mainly long-term care costs, a higher
annual income of $21,900 ($39,100 - $17,200)
would be required9. Of course, should long-term
care expenses not arise in any particular year, the
$2,300 of unused funds ($39,100 - $36,800) would
be added to the retirement assets of the retiree. The
lifetime annuity of $21,900, purchased at age 66 to
fund retirement living expenses and any long-term
care needs, would cost about $333,000, at today’s
interest rate levels8. The sum of the annual income
provided by the annuity plus the annual income
expected from Social Security benefits would
equal the projected living expenses of the retiree.
Therefore, two of the three remaining risks factors
have been minimized: 1) living longer than
expected, and 2) unexpected long-term care costs.
However, one important risk factor still remains –
inflation.

Since the Social Security payments are indexed to
inflation, these funds will adjust automatically to
reflect inflationary pressures. However, the
payments from the annuity will not. As such, the
annual annuity payments of $21,900, covering
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living expenses as well as possible long-term care
costs, is subject to inflationary erosion. In other
words, increases in retirement expenses as a result
of inflation will not be matched by a corresponding
increase in the annuity payments. The well-planned
retirement begins to unravel as inflationary
pressure builds and the "dreaded fear" becomes
more of a reality.

Proposed Public Policy Initiative
The U.S. Social SecurityAdministration provides
all beneficiaries a monthly payment upon retirement
based on each beneficiary’s number of working
years and wages. This benefit may begin at age 62,
but if the payment is delayed, a higher monthly
payment will be received, up to age 70. And, this
payment is indexed to inflation and paid for life.

A solution to outliving one’s retirement funds can
be found in the following proposed public policy
initiative: U.S. Social Security Administration
allows beneficiaries the option to delay their
benefits to ages well beyond 70.With this extended
benefit, some very interesting retirement planning
benefits begin to appear.

Public Policy Initiative Benefits
For illustration, consider our typical U.S. worker
mentioned above who is nearing retirement:
� Current Age: 56
� Expected Retirement Age: 66
� Current Annual Salary: $46,0004
� ProjectedAnnual Retirement Living Expenses:

$36,800 (80% of current salary)5
� Projected Annual Long-Term Care Costs

(assisted living facility): $39,1006
� Projected Social Security Payments

Commencing at Age:7
62: $12,100 66: $17,200
70: $23,200 72: $27,000
74: $31,500 76: $36,800
77: $39,700 78: $42,900

As the example illustrates, the delayed Social
Security payments received beginning at age 76-
77 nearly match the projected retirement living
expenses, including possible long-term care costs,
which, on average, begin after age 8010. In
addition: 1) payments are adjusted for inflation, from
the current age of 56, closely matching any
changes in retirement living expenses due to
inflationary pressures, 2) payments are secure
with the backing of the U.S. government,
3) payments are paid for the life of the beneficiary,
and 4) should annual living expenses become
higher/lower than expected prior to the planned
delayed retirement date, the beneficiary is free to
select a higher/lower age to commence benefits to
compensate for the unexpected change in living
expenses.

It should be noted that the delayed age at which
Social Security payments equal projected annual
living expenses during retirement does not vary
significantly with changes in current annual salary.
To match projected annual retirement living
expenses of a 56-year-old individual with a current
annual salary of $75,000 ($60,000 annual expenses
during retirement) would require delaying Social
Security benefits to about age 78. And the same
56-year-old with a current annual salary of $100,000
would require delaying benefits to about age 80 to
match projected annual retirement living expenses
($80,000).

In summary, for the average worker, delaying Social
Security benefits to age 76-77 will greatly reduce
or even eliminate the fear of outliving one’s
retirement funds: 1) annual benefits received will
match annual living expenses after age 76-77, 2)
inflation’s impact on living expenses will be
matched with a similar change in annual benefits,
3) payments will continue during the life of the
individual, and 4) the amount received will match
the much feared long-term care expenses that may
be incurred (assuming increases in line with cost
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of living adjustments). Of course, the retiree may
begin collecting benefits earlier than age 76-77 for
any reason, and the decision regarding when to
begin collecting need not be made in advance: the
retiree is free to change his/her mind anytime prior
to commencement, just as the current system
allows for ages under 70.

Impact on U.S. Social Security Administration
It is proposed that the U.S. Social Security
Administration simply extend an already existing
benefit, not create a new benefit or eliminate a
current benefit. If the proposed extended delay
feature is cost neutral to the current program, then
the U.S. Social SecurityAdministration should be
indifferent from a cost perspective. However,
from a public policy perspective, the U.S. Social
Security Administration should be encouraged to
provide this additional extended benefit. The
ability to minimize or even eliminate the average
American’s “fear dreaded more than death” with
a simple to enact, simple to explain, cost neutral
enhancement to Social Security benefits, is a
win-win proposition for everyone.

Other Retirement Considerations
With the adoption of this proposed initiative,

retirement has effectively been bifurcated into:
� "early years," years from date of retirement to

commencement of delayed Social Security
benefits (ages 66 to 77 in the above example),
and

� "late years," years involving receipt of delayed
Social Security benefits (ages 77 onward in the
above example).

Funding living expenses during the late retirement
years has been discussed above. However, living
expenses during the early retirement years may be
funded by one or combination of three approaches:
1) drawdown of funds, as needed, from retirement
accounts, 2) purchase of an income security, such
as a fixed period annuity (10-11 year duration in
the above example11), with funds drawn from
retirement accounts, and/or 3) post-retirement
working wages. Sub-optimal contributions to
retirement accounts and/or poor investment
decisions during working years will dictate either
a lower retirement standard of living or additional
years of working. However, these funding and
investment decisions can be managed with the
guidance of a retirement-planning professional.

Summary
The current retirement environment is littered with
landmines that can destroy the dreams of any
worker or retiree, no matter how diligent has been
the planning. Professional retirement planners can
assist workers with determining the appropriate
annual contributions to retirement funds and the best
selection of investment securities based on age, risk
tolerance, etc. However, a longer than expected
retirement (hopefully enjoyed in good health),
unexpected long-term care expenses, and unexpected
inflation intensify the fears of outliving one’s
retirement funds.

A simple but powerful public policy initiative is
proposed providing Social Security beneficiaries
the opportunity to delay their benefits to ages well

FIGURE 1: SUGGESTED RETIREMENT PLAN
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beyond 70. These late retirement year payments,
guaranteed by the U.S. Government, adjusted for
inflation, and paid for life, would closely match
retirement living expenses, including any
unexpected long-term care expenses. The early
retirement years, much easier to plan and fund when
given a fixed duration (10-11 years, in the above
example), would be funded from individual
retirement accounts built with contributions and

investments during working years.

With this simple extension of an existing benefit,
assuming cost neutrality to the U.S. Social
SecurityAdministration, a win-win proposition is
available to all. The fear “dreaded more than
death” is alleviated and retirees can finally look
forward to enjoying the retirement years that they
have saved for decades to achieve. �
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immediateannuities.com. While annuity policies with some form of inflation protection are available, the policy prices are much higher
and, in most cases, the inflation protection is a fixed annual increase and not tied to the cost-of-living adjustment (COLA) as determined
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